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Intelligence Compliance 
for Government
Fast-Track Digital Transformation with Automated Continuous 
Compliance

Technology advances help Federal agencies improve 
operations and ensure mission success, but adding, 
updating and deploying IT systems can be cumbersome 
and come with security issues and setbacks. Additionally, 
agencies can spend significant resources just maintaining 
security and compliance across complex networks. This 
often makes undertaking additional agency modernization 
initiatives a challenging task.

Infrastructure automation can help agencies streamline 
their security compliance and rapidly scale their digital 
transformation initiatives with confidence. Puppet provides 
the intelligent continuous compliance, monitoring, and 
security that today’s government agencies need.

Deliver Continuous Compliance 
and Security

Puppet Enterprise makes it easy for agencies to automate 
compliance, continuously monitor, and enforce state. 
Manage it and write it once; Puppet Enterprise makes sure 
it stays true. Puppet helps agencies to:

•	 Automate compliance with DISA STIGs and NIST 800-53
•	 Continuously monitor and enforce compliance state 

every 30 minutes
•	 Run in a Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 

compliant environment, managing nodes on multiple 
FIPS operating systems

•	 Intelligently manage rules conflict without overwriting
•	 Dynamically discover, filter, prioritize and remediate 

vulnerabilities at scale 

A comprehensive 

platform of features to 

streamline and scale 

agency compliance and 

modernization activities:

•	 Fast-track and automate 
compliance with STIGs and 
NIST 800-53

•	 Run in a FIPS compliant 
environment and manage 
nodes on many FIPS 
operating systems

•	 Automatically deploy and 
configure systems based on 
agency defined policies and 
controls

•	 Continuously monitor 
for system changes and 
reinforce desired state

•	 Centralize compliance 
reporting and provide 
dashboard visibility 
across the entire agency 
infrastructure

•	 Access Puppet Forge’s 
global ecosystem of over 
6,600 modules to automate 
almost any system

http://puppetlabs.com
http://puppetlabs.com


The shortest path to better software. Learn more at puppet.com

Ensure Digital Transformation

Transformation can affect a number of different downstream systems. A single configuration error could bring down 
one or more applications. Puppet enables agencies to ensure mission-critical systems are always available, even when 
newly deployed or updated, reducing risk by:

•	 Automatically checking and correcting for drift
•	 Reviewing impacts of proposed configuration changes prior to deployment
•	 Standardizing and hardening operating system and application configurations 

Fast-Track Modernization

Puppet’s automation fabric accelerates agency modernization. Its enterprise-wide security features and controls 
reduce manual management costs and eliminate vendor lock-in. Specific benefits of Puppet Enterprise include:

•	 Accelerates modernization initiatives, including the move to cloud environments
•	 Contains program costs by automating rollouts and configuration management
•	 Eliminates siloes and helps teams accelerate application deployments without managing tooling

Puppet Enterprise for Government

As the leader of infrastructure automation for government agencies, the Puppet Enterprise platform delivers the most 
comprehensive feature set to fast-start and scale transformation initiatives. Key features include:

•	 Continuously monitor and enforce desired state every 30 minutes
•	 Intelligent delegation and conflict guardrails
•	 Robust compliance auditing and reporting
•	Operates in highly secure, air-gapped environments
•	 Role-based access control
•	Over 6,600 reusable, community driven modules
•	 Proven in mission-critical government systems

Puppet Enterprise helps agencies automate compliance and security, fast-track modernization, and accelerate digital 
transformation. The platform streamlines and automates technology processes, while minimizing risk and containing 
costs. This enables staff to focus on high value tasks that are critical to mission objectives and success.Ready to join 
the thousands of organizations powered by Puppet?

For more on how Puppet can help federal agencies, visit puppet.com/government
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